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THE GENERAL ECONOMY 
Les Manderscheid  
 
The consensus forecast is for the U.S. economy to grow at a 3.4% annual rate in 2006.  
Growth slowed in the fourth quarter of 2005 after 10 quarters of growth averaging 4%.   That 
slowdown suggests the positive but slower growth for 2006. 
 
Unfortunately, Michigan’s economic growth is expected to be below that of the U.S.  As a 
region, the Great Lakes has had a slower recovery from 2000 to the present.   Michigan has been 
particularly impacted as manufacturing employment has declined by about 25% from the end of 
2000 to the end of 2005.  
 
Restructuring of the domestic auto industry is expected to contribute to further 
employment declines.  Ford, General Motors and Delphi have all announced plans, and are in 
negotiations with the United Auto Workers, to reduce costs.  Ron Harbour, a consultant to the 
auto industry illustrates the productivity improvements made by GM which reduced labor hours 
per car for stamping, assembly and engine production by 26% between 1998 and 2004.  In spite 
of this improvement, they are not as productive as Honda or Toyota in their U.S. production 
facilities. 
 
Inflation, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, increased from 2.7% in 2004 to 3.4% 
in 2005.  This increase was fueled by the rapid increase in energy prices.  Inflation is expected to 
decline to about 2.6% to 2.8 % in 2006 as energy prices appear to have leveled off.  However, 
energy prices have an impact on prices of other goods and services when the current high energy 
prices affect new contracts or are passed on by producers as they announce new prices. 
 
There are several concerns about the economic outlook.  First, will geo-political changes 
result in a sharp increase in energy prices?  Some traders predict that oil will increase to over 
$100 per barrel as compared to the $60+ price of today.  A second concern involves the twin 
(trade and budgetary) deficits.  They affect both interest rates and the value of the dollar.  Sharp 
changes in energy prices, interest rates or the value of the dollar could have a major impact on the 
U.S. economy. 
 
While we expect good economic growth with moderate inflation for the U.S. economy, 
the outlook for Michigan is for a sluggish economy in 2006.  The outlook for Michigan turns 
brighter in 2007.  However, auto industry labor contracts must be renegotiated that year which 
adds uncertainty to the outlook for 2007. 
 
Agriculture in Michigan will be impacted less than other sectors.  However, all firms need 
to be nimble and prepared to adjust since the crystal ball does not clearly predict a smooth path of 
economic change.    2 
TRADE AND POLICY OUTLOOK 
David B. Schweikhardt Professor, and 
Sandra S. Batie, Elton R. Smith Professor of Food and Agricultural Policy 
 
The continued economic growth of the worldwide economy, combined with a changing 
value of the U.S. dollar and changing consumer preferences, are likely to continue to dominate 
the outlook for U.S. agricultural trade again in 2006.  These conditions will continue to contribute 
to modest growth in worldwide demand for agricultural exports, including U.S. exports, while 
changing consumer preferences will likely result in a record level of U.S. imports in 2006. 
 
U.S. Agricultural Trade Outlook 
 
Total U.S. agricultural exports are expected to increase from a record-tying level  of  $62.4 
billion in 2005 to a new record of $64.5 billion in 2006.  This increase is due largely to  increased 
worldwide demand for horticultural and pork products, and  smaller increases in livestock and 
grain exports.  Changes in export volumes are expected to be mixed for several commodities 
compared to 2005.  For example, the export volumes of wheat and corn are expected in see 
increases, while the export volume of soybeans is expected to decline in 2006.  The volume of 
pork exports is expected to increase in 2006, while beef, poultry and dairy export volumes are 
expected to remain steady. 
 
The total value of U.S. agricultural exports is expected to reach $64.5 billion in 2006, after 
remaining steady at $62.3 billion in 2004.  The largest category of  U.S. exports is expected to 
remain the grains and feeds category ($16.3 billion), followed by horticultural products ($15.9 
billion), oilseeds and products ($10.3 billion), livestock products ($7.8 billion), poultry products 
($3.0 billion) and dairy products ($1.7 billion).  These trends continue to signal a significant 
transformation in the composition of U.S. agricultural exports.  Namely, the rapid growth in 
worldwide consumer demand for horticultural products, including U.S. products, could soon lead 
to horticultural products becoming the largest category of U.S. agricultural exports, claiming a 
spot that has long been held by the U.S. grains sector. 
 
The destination of U.S. exports continues to evolve, marking a trend that was noted in this 
column one year ago.  In 2006, the largest share of U.S. agricultural exports will continue to be 
sold to the countries of the Western Hemisphere.  The Western Hemisphere countries are also 
proving to be more stable markets for U.S. agricultural products than other regions of the world.  
The Western Hemisphere ($26.1 billion) is projected to gain a larger lead over Asia ($22.6 
billion) as the largest regional market for U.S. exports.  Moreover, U.S. agricultural exports to 
Asia are expected to remain relatively constant in 2006, with an expected increase of only $100 
million for the entire region of Asia.   At the same time, U.S. agricultural exports to the Western 
Hemisphere are expected to increase by $1.4 billion in 2006.  Nearly two-thirds of the entire 
worldwide growth in U.S. agricultural exports in 2006 is expected to occur in the countries of the 
Western Hemisphere. 
 
On a country basis, Canada ($10.9 billion) and Mexico ($9.7 billion) appear solidly 
entrenched ahead of Japan ($7.6 billion) as the two largest customers for U.S. agricultural 
exports.  Mexico surpassed Japan to become the second largest market for U.S. agricultural   3 
exports in 2004, and could soon surpass Canada to become the largest buyer of U.S. agricultural 
exports.  These trends continue the growth of U.S. agricultural exports to the Western Hemisphere 
since the implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).  U.S. exports 
to Mexico were $3.6 billion in 1993, the year prior to the approval of NAFTA, and have increased 
in each of the last 10 years.  In addition, U.S. agricultural exports to Mexico are now greater than 
the value of U.S. exports to the entire 25 countries of the European Union (projected at $6.9 
billion in 2006) or the twelve countries of the former Soviet Union (projected at $1.4 billion in 
2006). 
 
Total U.S. agricultural imports are expected to increase to $61.5 billion in 2006, a level 
$3.8 billion higher than 2005.  Horticultural product imports are expected to experience the 
largest change, with an increase of $2.5 billion to a projected total of $28.2 billion.  The European 
Union ($14.0 billion), Canada ($11.1 billion) and Mexico ($8.8  billion) are projected to continue 
as the three largest suppliers of U.S. agricultural imports.  As is the case with U.S. exports, 
changing consumer preferences are leading to transformation of the type of food products that are 
being imported into the United States.  Fresh and processed vegetables ($8.0 billion), fresh and 
processed ($7.3 billion), wine ($4 billion), beef and veal ($3.7 billion) and malt beverages ($3.2 
billion) constitute the largest U.S. imports of agricultural and food products.  Demand for 
virtually all of these imported products is driven by consumers’ desire to have fresh, healthful, 
even exotic, products.  Such demands are likely to increase in the future. 
 
2006 Policy Outlook 
 
As Congress begins to prepare for the upcoming 2007 farm bill debate, there are unlikely 
to be major changes in farm programs for the 2006 planting season.  Instead, Congress is likely to 
take one of two paths in farm policy for the coming year.  The first path would be to prepare for a 
major debate of farm legislation in 2007.  The second path would be to extend the current farm 
programs for a period of time past 2008. 
 
At the present time, Congress appears to have chosen the first path and is beginning to 
prepare for a major farm bill debate in 2007.  The USDA held listening sessions on farm 
programs around the nation during 2005, and the House Committee on Agriculture recently 
announced that it would hold field hearings in the coming months.  At the same time, Congress 
appears to be keeping an eye on the ongoing negotiations of the World Trade Organization 
(WTO).  The most recent meeting of WTO negotiators ended in December 2005 without reaching 
a full agreement on agricultural issues.  Because agricultural issues are a central topic of the 
negotiations, it is unlikely that any agreement can be reached without a comprehensive and 
detailed agreement on agriculture. 
 
Negotiators at the WTO have reached agreement on a broad framework of principles that 
would address agricultural trade issues.  This framework has three parts and would be certain to 
affect any future U.S. farm bill.  First, the negotiators agreed that tariffs on agricultural and food 
products would be reduced, with those countries having higher tariffs being required to make 
larger reductions in tariffs.  The United States has, on average, much lower tariffs on agricultural 
and food products than most other countries.  Thus, the United States would be expected to gain 
from increased market access provided by lower tariffs.  The second part of the framework would   4 
require the elimination of export subsidies on agricultural and food products.  The United 
States is not a major user of export subsidies and would be likely to gain from their 
elimination. The third part of the framework would require a reduction of domestic 
agricultural subsidies and a modification of such subsidies so that all payments would be 
based on a fixed and unchanging number of acres planted or livestock produced.  Such a 
change would require a major revision in any future U.S. commodity programs.  
Payments such as Loan Deficiency Payments (LDPs) that are tied to specific planting 
decisions, or to specific product prices, would not satisfy the third part of the WTO 
framework, leading to major legislative changes in any future farm bill.  Such changes 
would likely lead in the direction that was started in the 2002 farm bill, with programs 
such as the Conservation Security Program (CSP), which shifts program funding away 
from specific product prices or from specific producer planting decisions. 
 
As was noted earlier, the most recent meeting of WTO negotiators adjourned in 
December 2005 without reaching a comprehensive agreement.  With the next meeting set 
for April 2006, it is uncertain how Congress will deal with the outcome of that meeting.  
Some members of Congress are advocating that a new farm bill should be written, 
regardless of whether an agreement is reached in April.  Other members are advocating 
then Congress should extend the current farm legislation if no agreement is forthcoming 
from the April meeting and await a comprehensive WTO agreement before attempting to 
write domestic legislation in anticipation of such an agreement.  As a result, farmers can 
anticipate that major changes in farm programs are unlikely to happen in 2006 and 2007, 
but the shape of U.S. farm programs after 2007 is less clear.   5 
FARMLAND VALUES CONTINUE TO RISE 
Eric Wittenburg, Mary Schulz and Steve Hanson  
 
Michigan farmland values generally posted impressive gains again in 2005, 
continuing their string of year-to-year increases. The annual Michigan Land Value survey 
conducted in the spring of 2005 by the Department of Agricultural Economics at 
Michigan State University collects information on the value of different types of 
Michigan land and found average farmland values to be:  
 
  Tiled field crop land  $2,672 per acre (up 6.2%)  
Non-Tiled field crop land  $2,288 per acre (up 5.9%)  
Sugar Beet land  $2,545 per acre (up 7.7%)  
Irrigated land  $3,144 per acre (up 6.1%)  
Fruit Trees   $5,401 per acre (up 6.1%) 
   
The USDA reported in its “Agricultural Land Values and Cash Rents” that 
Michigan’s agricultural crop land prices has increased over 7.8% during the 2005 
calendar year to an average price of $2,750 per acre. The most recent data on land prices 
comes from the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago report which found Michigan land 
prices increased 4% from October 1, 2004 to October 1, 2005.  Last year’s gains marked 
the 18th straight year of increases in the average value of Michigan farmland.  According 
to USDA statistics, the last time farmland values in Michigan experienced a year-to-year 
decline was January 1987.  
 
Cash rent rates rose slightly last year. Fifty percent of total crop acres were 
controlled through leasing arrangements, with 78.4% on a cash rent basis.  Average 
Michigan cash rent levels in the state were: 
 
Tiled field crop land  $81 per acre  
Non-Tiled field crop land  $58 per acre  
Sugar Beet land  $120 per acre  
Irrigated land  $125 per acre 
  
Additional details on land values and cash rents across the state are reported in 
Department of Agricultural Economics Reports that can be found on the web at 
www.aec.msu.edu/agecon/aecreports. 
  
Michigan farmland values are influenced by both the agriculture and non-
agriculture sectors. Michigan agriculture is very diverse but major commodity crops 
along with livestock continue to play an important role in determining the value of 
farmland in many areas of the state. Strong crop yields and solid earnings for dairy 
farmers in 2005 helped drive farmland values up. Longer-term concerns continue to 
revolve around the large contribution of government payments to net farm income and 
the reliance of farm profitability on these payments.  In other words, subsidies affect how 
much profit farmers make from land, which in turn affects its value.  The current farm 
bill is expected to be renewed in 2007.  Factors likely to influence the farm bill   6 
discussion include a tight federal budget and World Trade Organization (WTO) pressure 
to cut direct farm program payments.  
 
Rising energy costs will continue to be a major factor impacting agriculture 
profitability and could affect land prices.  However, the actual impacts are difficult to 
predict because, while higher energy cost increase the cost of production, they also 
increase the demand for bio-based fuel alternatives such as ethanol and bio-diesel which 
could increase demand for agricultural outputs. The recent upward pressure in interest 
rates increases borrowing cost for both short term operating loans and long term 
mortgages and could become another factor that softens the demand for land. 
 
Michigan’s overall economy continues to lag behind the national economy and 
per capita income continues to fall below the national average.  This has two primary 
effects.  First, many farmers and/or spouses rely on off-farm income to supplement farm 
income thereby indirectly affecting the amount farmers are able to pay for land.  And 
second, non-farm income influences the already strong demand for land to transition 
from farming to non-agriculture uses such as residential development, recreational uses, 
and commercial development.  The value of land for nonagricultural uses can 
substantially exceed its agricultural-use value.  For example, the MSU survey found the 
average non-agricultural-use value for undeveloped land in Michigan to be $11,903 per 
acre for residential development, $38,907 per acre for commercial/industrial 
development, and $4,391 per acre for recreational development.  The relatively high 
value of land for non-agricultural uses tends to influence the value of farmland today 
simply due to the possibility that it might be developed at some point in the future. 
 
Given the general strength in the agriculture sector, still historically low interest 
rates, and continued demand to convert land to non-agriculture uses, look for farmland 
prices in Michigan to continue their upward trend in 2006 although probably at a more 
modest rate than in 2005.  Of course, you can expect to see some regional variation in the 
growth rate of farmland values across Michigan depending on which commodity 
provides the major source of income in a region as well as the strength of the non-farm 
economy.  7 





  Bad news, corn prices are low and are expected to stay low through 2006-07 
unless we have a crop shortfall.  Good news, the 2005-06 world coarse grain ending 
stocks are expected to be lower, despite harvesting the world’s second biggest coarse 
grain crop on record, second only to last year’s massive crops.  What this says is, the 
world is expected to consume more coarse grains than they produce this marketing year, 
despite it being the second biggest coarse grain crop on record.  World coarse grain 
demand is very strong; huge supplies are the problem.  While this still leaves us with low 
prices, it should bring us hope for better prices without requiring a poor crop, but it will 
take time. 
 
  The U.S. produced its second largest corn crop on record in 2005.  If the 2004 
corn crop wasn’t so humongous, we would be talking how humongous the 2005 corn 
crop was.  On top of that, the past three years have shown us our best three corn yields on 
record, and other than rounding error, the three largest U.S. corn crops on record.  And, 
as can be seen on Table 1, SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE SHEET FOR CORN, I 
expect the 2006 corn crop to become the “new” third highest yield and third largest corn 
crop on record.  However, I also expect the U.S. 2006-07 corn ending stocks to drop.  
Again, the projected decrease in U.S. ending stocks will come from strong corn usage, 
with ethanol use leading the way. 
 
  The 2005-06 marketing year began with a U.S. corn crop made up of a million 
more acres of corn planted, 81.8 million acres, and a larger than trend average U.S. yield,  
147.9 bu/ac.  This 11.1 billion bushels crop is on top of the huge beginning stocks we 
brought in of 2.2 billion bushels.  Total supply for 2005-06 will be a record (the word 
“record” is beginning to sound like a broken record) 13.2 billion bushels, as shown in 
Table 1. 
 
  While feed and residual is expected to be down from last year, it is really just the 
residual that will be down.  We have more grain consuming animal units in 2005-06 than 
in 2004-05 and we will be feeding them to heavier weights, i.e., we will actually feed 
more corn.  Food, Seed, and Industrial Use (FSI) is where the strong demand shows up, 
and the driver in FSI use is ethanol.  As seen in Table 1, ethanol for fuel has been 
separated out to illustrate its importance; it is also still included in the FSI number.  There 
are several drivers behind the increase in ethanol production.  It started with strong 
support from agricultural groups.  Other factors include its environmental qualities, the 
Clean Air Act, the banishing of MBTE, tax breaks, and the rising cost of energy in 
general.  New big drivers are the high cost of oil, projected to stay near its present levels 
for the foreseeable future, and the Energy Bill passed by congress this summer. 
 
  The energy bill requires 7.5 billion gallons of bio fuels to be used by 2012.  About 
7.0 billion gallons of this are expected to come from corn made ethanol.  This requires   8 
that we continue with the increase in corn used for ethanol, which we’ve seen the past 
few years, for the next several years.  Ethanol for fuel is expected to be around 2.63 
billion bushels by 2012-14.  Domestic use continues to grow. 
 
  Corn exports are expected to be up this year, as shown in Table 1, but not as much 
as previously expected.  The rest of the world (ROW) had another big crop, and while the 
ROW will use more corn than they produce this year, they won’t require a large increase 
from the U.S.  China had their second record corn crop in a row.   And, while they 
continue to use more than they produce, they had plenty for exports due to fairly large 
stocks. 
 
  Even though the U.S. corn disappearance in 2005-06 will be the largest ever, 
ending stocks will also be the largest ever at 2.4 billion bushels.  The ending stocks-to-
use ratio is projected to be 22.3% of use.  While this is the highest since 1992, it is only 
the ninth highest percent of use since 1978.  And, it’s certainly better than the 65% of use 
we saw in 1986-87.  We expect the U.S. weighted average farm price to be about $1.85.   
Yes, this seems higher than what we’ve seen to date, but how do we get the average price 
up to this level?  Two ways, higher prices later in the year, and remember previously 
contracted corn delivered at harvest was recorded at the contract price, generally much 
higher than this year’s harvest price. 
 
  What will 2006-07 look like?  At this point, I am projecting planted corn acres 
will be down 1 million acres, 1.2%, due to higher input costs and slightly lower relative 
prices.  I don’t expect to see hardly any change in the major Corn Belt states; relative 
corn yields have clearly outstripped soybean yields over the past 10 years.  On top of that, 
producers see corn as more drought resistant, i.e., less production risk than soybeans. 
 
  The trend yield for 2006-07 is 146.0 bu/ac; this would lead to a 10.75 billion 
bushel crop, larger than any except the last two (see Table 1).  We will, however, be 
starting with a 2.4 billion bushel carry-in.   This 13.17 billion bushel supply will be close 
to the 2005-06 record. 
 
  Feed use will increase as we continue to grow our grain consuming animal units 
(GCAU).  However, a growing portion of feed for livestock will be the by-product of 
ethanol production, wet and dry distiller’s grain.  FSI is expected to grow another 6.7%, 
led by a 12% growth in corn used for ethanol.  This is projected to lead to a 3.2% 
increase in total disappearance for 2006-07, yes, a new record. 
 
  The bad news, a huge 2.0 bushels of ending stocks for 2006-07, the good news, 
that is 17% smaller than the 2005-06 ending stocks, even with a huge beginning supply.  
The projected ending stocks-to-use ratio of 17.9 would lead to an annual average corn 
price of $1.90/bu for 2006-07 marketing year.  This forecast does not include any 
adjustment for higher contacted prices, which we can do at the present time. 
 
Wheat 
   9 
  The 2005-06 wheat supply/demand situation and outlook is much like the 2004-
05 wheat supply/demand situation, as seen in Table 2, SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE 
SHEET FOR WHEAT.  What it does not show is that the 2003-04 wheat supply/demand 
situation was much the same.  As you can see from Table 2, projections for 2006-07 
show a wheat supply/demand situation much like the past two years.  That’s not to say 
there is nothing to talk about.  
 
  Even though we planted 2.5 million less acres in 2005 than 2004, we harvested 
100,000 more acres.  The 2005 wheat yield at 42 bu/ac was right on trend, although lower 
than the previous two years.  With almost identical beginning stocks and little higher 
imports, the total 2005-06 supply was down about the 50 million bushels that production 
was down from 2004-05. 
 
  Wheat used for food has been nearly constant for several years.  There are 
approximately 1% more people each year, so people must be eating about 1% less each 
year.  Feed has been fairly constant as well, as relative prices and timing of harvests 
haven’t changed.  Therefore, domestic use is up just a bit. 
 
  U.S. exports in 2005-06 are a bit of a disappointment, edging down the past two 
years after making a significant jump up in 2003-04.   The positive out of this is the same 
as for corn, two huge world wheat crops in a row, however, world ending stocks will 
drop in 2005-06 after being up a little in 20004-05. 
 
  Total use for 2005-06 is projected to be down about the same 50 million bushels 
that production and total supply were down, so projected ending stocks remain at the 
same level as 2004-05.  The 24.8% ending stocks-to-use ratio will bring us about the 
same average U.S. price as last year.  Michigan’s price is expected to be closer to the 
national price than last year, but soft red wheat prices remain significantly lower than 
hard red wheat and spring wheat prices.  Michigan planted just 10,000 more acres of 
wheat, about 2%.  This surprised me, as I expected a larger increase.  I’ll be curious to 
see if that number is revised. 
 
  As we move on to the 2006-07 wheat crop, the USDA Winter Wheat Seedings 
Report showed winter wheat producers planted a million more acres this past fall for the 
2006 crop than the previous year.  I don’t expect a big change in spring wheat acres.  As 
shown in Table 2, given a trend yield in 2006, this would mean almost an identical supply 
situation to 2005-06 in 2006-07. 
 
  The rest of the story remains about the same as well, as can be seen in the last 
column of Table 2.  The big unknown at this time is the drought situation in the 
Southwest.   If there is not some relief fairly soon, we could see a significantly different 
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  The positive note for the soybean market is that the ending stocks-to-use pricing 
relationship appears to have reverted back to the pre-1998 relationship.  If the market was 
using the 1998-2002 ending stocks-to-use price relationships we observed, the expected 
2005-06 price of soybeans would be $4.00/bu.   With that “minor” detail out of the way, 
let’s go on with the soybean outlook shown in Table 3, SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE 
SHEET FOR SOYBEANS. 
 
  Acres planted for the 2005-06 soybean crop were down 3.1 million acres, relative 
to 2004-05.  However, harvested acres were down only 2.6 million.   On top of that, 2005 
brought us a new record U.S. soybean yield of 43.3 bu/ac.  This record yield was 1.1 
bu/ac higher than 2004.  Yes, repeat after me, record yield.  The bottom line is that 2005-
06 production was down only 1.2%, even though planted acres were down 4.1%.   When 
you add 2005-06 production to the large 2004-05 ending stocks, you have a larger total 
supply than last year.  No, I won’t say it, but you know it, it is a _____ total supply.  
 
  The 2005-06 soybean crush is expected to be up 34 million bushels, 2%, and the 
extra is being used here at home, not for export.  This is about in line with the 2% 
increase in grain consuming animal units (GCAU), but does not factor in the extra protein 
being generated by the corn ethanol by-products, wet and dry distiller’s grain.  Protein 
demand remains strong and/or the DDGS are mostly being fed as energy. 
 
  U.S. soybean exports are projected to drop sharply in 2005-06, as can be seen in 
Table 3.  Even through world use is expected to be up 5% for 2005-06, world ending 
stocks are expected to grow significantly.  It appears that Brazil will gain the exports that 
we will loose. This is not completely unexpected given large crops; the U.S. has always 
acted as the residual supplier, we are more willing to store.  Again, while it’s hard to 
detect, there is the positive of a very strong world use.  There is still an unknown here, 
the final versus estimated 2005-06 South American soybean crop.  It won’t all be 
harvested until the end of March. 
 
  Larger total supplies and lower total use are not a good mix.  As shown in Table 
3, the projected 2005-06 ending stocks are expected to be about double the large 2005-06 
ending stocks.  The ending stocks-to-use ratio of 17.8% would point to an average price 
of about $5.30/bu.  After we add the forward priced soybeans delivered at harvest, at 
higher than harvest prices, the 2005-06 price projection is $5.40/bu.   
 
  What might we see for the 2006-07 soybean supply/demand situation?  Planted 
soybean acres are expected to be up about a million acres due to the high price of 
planting corn.  However, the trend soybean yield is about 2 bu/ac lower than what we saw 
this year.  While we will likely see a smaller soybean crop, when you add the huge 
leftover we will be bringing in, total supply will be up. 
 
  Soybean crush will increase slightly, with more GCAU’s, but the projection 
assumes more protein will come from DDGS as well.  The larger 2006-07 export 
projection (Table 3) assumes world use increases around another 5%, and the rest of the 
world has normal yields.  This means a significant increase in U.S. total use, and would   11 
bring about a small decrease in projected ending stocks.  When you put together a larger 
use figure and a smaller ending stocks figure, you see some improvement in the stocks-
to-use ratio.  The average price projection for the 2006-07 soybean crop is $5.50, 10 cents 
higher than 2005-06.   12 
 
TABLE 1 
SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE SHEET FOR CORN 
           
  Estimated  Hilker  Hilker 
  2004-05  2005-06  2006-07 
           
(million acres)       
Acres Planted  80.9  81.8  80.8 
Acres Harvested  73.6  75.1  73.6 
   Bu./Harvested Acre  160.4  147.9  146 
           
(million bushels)       
Beginning Stocks  958  2114  2416 
Production  11807  11112  10746 
Imports  11  10  10 
     Total Supply  12776  13236  13171 
       
Use:       
   Feed and Residual  6162  6000  6050 
   Food, Seed and Ind.  2686  2970  3170 
      Ethanol for fuel  1323  1585  1775 
   Total Domestic  8848  8970  9220 
   Exports  1814  1850  1950 
      Total Use  10662  10820  11170 
       
Ending Stocks  2114  2416  2001 
Ending Stocks,        
   %of Use  19.8  22.3  17.9 
       
U.S. Loan Rate  $1.95  $1.95  $1.95 
U.S. Season Average       
   Farm Price, $/Bu.  $2.06  $1.85  $1.91 
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TABLE 2 
SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE SHEET FOR WHEAT 
           
  Estimated  Projected  Hilker 
  2004 - 05  2005 - 06  2006 - 07 
           
(Million Acres)       
Acres Planted  59.7  57.2  58.3 
Acres Harvested  50.0  50.1  50.0 
   Bu./Harvested Acre  43.2  42.0  42.2 
           
(Million Bushels)       
Beginning Stocks  546  540  542 
Production  2158  2105  2110 
Imports  71  80  80 
     Total Supply  2775  2725  2732 
       
Use:       
Food  907  910  910 
Seed  79  78  79 
Feed and Residual  187  200  200 
      Total Domestic  1172  1188  1189 
   Exports  1063  1000  1010 
      Total Use  2235  2188  2199 
       
Ending Stocks  540  542  533 
Ending Stocks,        
   %of Use  24.2  24.8  24.3 
       
U.S. Loan Rate  $2.75  $2.75  $2.75 
           
U.S. Season Average       
   U.S.  $/Bu.  $3.40  $3.37  $3.39 
   Michigan  $/Bu.  $2.95  $3.05  $3.15 
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TABLE 3 
SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE SHEET FOR SOYBEANS 
           
  Estimated  Projected  Hilker 
  2004 - 05  2005 - 06  2006 - 07 
           
(Million Acres)       
Acres Planted  75.2  72.1  73.1 
Acres Harvested  74.0  71.4  72.1 
   Bu./Harvested Acre  42.2  43.3  41.3 
           
(Million Bushels)       
Beginning Stocks  112  256  505 
Production  3124  3086  2979 
Imports  6  4  4 
     Total Supply  3242  3346  3487 
       
Use:       
Crushings  1696  1730  1735 
Exports  1103  950  1120 
Seed and Residual  187  161  160 
      Total Use  2986  2841  3015 
       
Ending Stocks  256  505  472 
Ending Stocks,        
   %o f Use  8.6  17.8  15.7 
       
U.S. Loan Rate  $5.00  $5.00  $5.00 
           
U.S. Season Average       
   Farm Price, $/Bu.  $5.74  $5.40  $5.50 
           
Source:  USDA and Jim Hilker.  (1 - 30 - 06)   
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  As we enter the third year of expansion, we expect beef production to pick up due 
to both higher commercial slaughter and heavier slaughter weights.  Prices are forecasted 
to drop off a little in 2006 from record levels in 2005, but still remain at historically high 
levels.  In 2005, slaughter was actually down 1.1%, however, weights were up 1.7%, 
creating a 0.6% increase in production.  Beef demand fell off in the second half of 2005 
from the recent highs of 2004, but remained stronger than 2003.  We expect demand to 
stabilize in 2006. 
 
  U.S. imports and exports will be the key to cattle price levels in 2006.  Beef 
imports are expected to decline a bit in 2006, as they started to fall off towards the end of 
2005.  Beef exports picked up late in 2005, especially to Mexico.   U.S. beef exports are 
expected to be up 50% in 2006 over 2005, but still several years off from reaching the 
pre-BST levels of 2003.  If we can reach 50% of the pre-BST beef export tonnage by the 
fourth quarter of 2006, much of the growth in beef production will be absorbed overseas.  
The question is, how fast will Pacific Rim countries that have recently allowed U.S. beef 
back in, increase their U.S. beef imports?  
 
  The January 1, 2006 USDA Annual Cattle Inventory Report showed 1.7% more 
cattle in the U.S. than January 1, 2005.  This is the second year in a row the number has 
increased after having gone down for seven years.  Beef cows that have calved were up 
1% and beef heifer replacements were up 3.8%.  Sixty percent of the beef heifer 
replacements are expected to calf this year, a 2% increase over last year.  The 2005 calf 
crop was up 1%.   
 
  Steers over 500 pounds were up 3% and calves under 500 pounds were up 2%.  
Total cattle on feed January 1 were up 3%.   These numbers will help 2006 commercial 
slaughter to be up 3-4%.  Much of the increase will be cattle imported from Canada.   The 
average fed choice steer price for 2006 is expected to be $85-87/cwt.  This compares to 
the 2005 average choice steer price of $88/cwt. 
 
  First quarter beef production is expected to be up about 5%, on 3.7% higher 
slaughter and 1.0% higher dressed weights.  Choice steer prices are expected to be in the 
$90-93/cwt range, up a percent from 2005.  Feeders calves (5-600 weights) are expected 
to average in the $127-130/cwt range and feeder steers (7-800 weights) are expected to 
average around $112-114/cwt. 
 
  Second quarter beef production is expected to be up about 5% as well.  Choice 
steer prices are forecast to be $86-89/cwt, down a bit from this past year.  Feeder calves 
are expected to bring $126-133/cwt in the April-June time period.  Short yearlings are 
expected to bring $106-110/cwt. 
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  Third quarter beef production is expected to be up about 3% from last summer.  
This should put choice steer prices in the $79-83/cwt arena.  Light weight feeders are 
expected to average $116-122/cwt.  Feeder steers are expected to average $103-108/cwt, 
down from $115/cwt in 2005. 
 
  Beef production in the fall of 2006 is expected to be up around 3%.  This will 
likely put choice steer prices around $84-89/cwt.  Feeder calves in the fourth quarter are 




  We have now had eight straight quarters of profitability in the hog sector.  It 
appears we will have at least three more quarters of profitability if we can get through 
this quarter.  However, by the fourth quarter of 2006, it will be close as to whether or not 
the hog sector remains profitable.  The profitability has come mostly from the demand 
side, as production has grown year-to-year for the past five years, although two of those 
years were only due to higher weights.  While the demand for hogs fell off some in 2005, 
relative to 2004, it still stayed significantly above 2003.  I expect hog demand to fall off a 
little more in 2006, but still retain a majority of the 2004 gains.  The below forecasts use 
that assumption. 
 
  The 22% increase in pork exports in 2005 over 2004 was a big boost for good 
returns to the hog industry in 2005.  While the resumption in beef exports to the Pacific 
Rim may slow up the expansion in pork exports, pork exports are still expected to be up 
nearly 4% in 2006.    The growth in pork exports was widespread across a number of 
countries.  
  
On the production side, a bit of a wild card is the number of feeder pigs that will 
come in from Canada.  At this point, there is a tariff on U.S. corn going into Canada.  
Because Canada is corn deficit, it may mean more feeders will be shipped to the U.S. to 
be fed.  While that will have little effect on the final price of pork, it could up the U.S. 
pork production number.   One question is whether the hog producer will be given a 
rebate on the corn tariff if the hogs come back to the U.S. to be slaughtered. 
 
  Hog slaughter is expected to be up a little over 1% in 2006 over 2005.  Average 
hog carcass weights are expected to be up about 2 pounds, 1%.  This would leave 
production up around 2%.  U.S. consumption is also expected to be up 1.3%.  About 1% 
of the increase is expected to come from population growth, and 0.3% from more pork 
consumed per capita.   The increase in exports takes up the remainder of the production 
increase.  This would leave the expected average price for 2006 in the range of $43-
47/cwt, down from the 2005 average price of $50/cwt.   The price decrease comes from 
the increase in production and the decrease in demand; it will take a lower price to 
consume the increased production. 
 
  Pork production is expected to be up 1-2 % in the first quarter of 2006, and prices 
are expected to average $43-46/cwt.  The April-June 2006 period will bring a little over   17 
1% increase in production over the same period in 2005.  The average price in the second 
quarter of 2006 is forecasted to fall in the $46-49/cwt range. 
 
Pork production is expected to be up a little under 1% in the third quarter, relative 
to last year.  Prices in the July-September period are expected to be in the $42-46/cwt 
range.  Fourth quarter pork production is expected to be up a little over 2%.  Prices this 
coming fall are expected to be in the $38-41/cwt range.  With cost of production around 
$40/cwt, we may see losses.  These costs assume corn and meal prices are in the range 




A second consecutive high milk price year contributed to a healthy dairy farm 
economy in 2005.  All market signals encouraged increased milk production and both 
cow numbers and milk production per cow responded.  Strong consumption and export 
markets kept milk prices high throughout 2005.  Recent cash markets have displayed 




Mailbox milk prices in Michigan for 2005 averaged $15.43 per hundredweight—
about a dollar less than the all time nominal price record of 2004.  After peaking at 
313,000 cows in July and August there were 312,000 milk cows in Michigan as of 
December 2005 up 5,000 (1.6 percent) from a year earlier.  Milk per cow climbed 4.1% 
and total state milk production was up 6% from 2004.  This very robust milk production 
increase partly reflects a relatively poor performance in 2004 as well as other factors such 
as the return of BST supplies.   
 
Supply Situation  
 
The milk to feed price ratio is an indication of profitability as feed is the largest 
expense in producing milk.  A value greater than three encourages more milk production. 
The U.S/ value has essentially been above three for the past two years (Figure 1).  The 
pattern for Michigan looks similar to the U.S.  The importance of the Milk Income Loss 
Contract (MILC) payments in 2003 can be seen in Figure 1.  The dashed line represents 
where the ratio would have been without the payments.  Cheap concentrates are helping 
to maintain a high ratio.  Energy prices may have a significant detrimental effect on input 
prices in the coming year. 
 
As Figure 2 illustrates, Michigan milk cow numbers have been growing while 
U.S. milk cow numbers have been on a long-term declining trend.  For the U.S. as a 
whole, there were 9.06 million milk cows to finish 2005.  This value is up 1% from a 
year earlier despite the Cooperatives Working Together (CWT) program which removed 
64,000 cows in the fall of 2005.  This was the third round of CWT herd removals.  The 
program remains on-going with the potential to subsidize cheese and butter exports in the 
coming year.  Dairy replacement heifers ended the year at 4.28 million, up 4% from a 
year earlier.  Still, milk prices kept heifer prices were at record highs, $1,870/head to 
finish 2005. 
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Figure 1. U.S. Milk to Feed Price Ratio with and Without MILC Payment, 



























































Figure 2. U.S. and Michigan Milk Cows, 2002-2005.   20 
 
Milk production per cow is very unlikely to grow at the rate it did in 2005.  
However, a trend increase of 1.5 to 2% is within reach with cheap concentrates if 
reasonable forage quality can be achieved. 
 
The structure of the dairy farm industry continues to shift.  As of the end of 2005, 
520 herds with 2000 plus cows produced 21.7% of U.S. milk production.  This is more 
milk than was produced by the 38,020 herds with between 30 and 99 cows (20.3% of 
U.S. milk production).  Table 1 summarizes the 2005 U.S. structural situation.  Herds 
with less than 30 milk cows were omitted to better capture the commercial herd situation.  
There were 22,490 herds with less than 30 milk cows who produced 1.3% of total milk 
production from 2% of milk cows. 
 
 
Table 1.   Number of Operations, Milk Cow Inventory, and Percent of Milk 
Production By Size Group, U.S., 2005. 
 
Head  Operations  Percent of Cow 
Inventory 
Percent of Milk 
Production 
  Number  %  % 
30-49  14,885  6.4  5.1 
50-99  23,135  17.1  15.2 
100-199  10,055  14.6  13.5 
200-499  4,660  15.4  15.4 
500-999  1,700  12.8  13.5 
1,000-1,999  850  12.0  14.3 
2,000+  520  19.7  21.7 
       
Total  55,805  98.0  98.7 
Source: Farms, Land in Farms, and Livestock Operations 2005 Summary. USDA, 
National Agricultural Statistics Service.  
 
 
Demand and Policy Situation 
 
Commercial disappearance of dairy products was up 2.5% for the first 11 months 
of 2005.  World dairy product prices have basically been above U.S. support prices for 
the past two years, leading to increasing exports and drawing down government stocks.  
For the first time since the Price Support Program began in 1949, the 2004-05 
government fiscal year ended September 30 with no stocks.  Since that time, cheese and 
butter stocks have slowly been building. 
 
On the policy front, the Milk Income Loss Contract (MILC) payment program has 
had a two-year extension approved by both chambers of Congress and is waiting on 
reconciliation and a signature.  This program is potentially very important, especially for   21 
smaller herds, as the supply growth threatens to bring milk prices back in the territory 
where payments will be made. 
 
We are approaching a set of important decisions in U.S. agricultural policy that 
may have major consequences for the dairy industry.  World Trade Organization 
negotiations have resulted in agreement to do away with export subsidies by 2013.  This 
particular outcome is less onerous to the dairy industry if the CWT program can continue 
to effectively operate and promote exports with private subsidies should the need arise.  
The WTO negotiations are on-going and would require approval, but the Dairy Price 
Support Program is increasingly vulnerable as it takes up an inordinately large portion of 




The Class III futures market is often used as a forecast as it is a venue where all 
types of market participants can come with their beliefs and information.  As of this 
writing (February 31, 2006), the Chicago Mercantile Exchange Class III contract 
averaged $12.69/cwt. and a range from $12.15 to $13.42/cwt.  The most recent USDA 
forecast for 2005 predicted Class III to range from $11.80 to $13.10/cwt. and the all milk 
price from $12.70 to $14.70/cwt.  If the national market can maintain Class III prices at 
$12.70/cwt., Michigan all milk prices should be in the $13.50 to $14.00/cwt. for 2006.  
There are many factors that may push milk prices up higher than this projection.  
However, it seems increasingly likely that, unless milk production increases slow from 
current projections, lower milk prices are on the horizon.    22 
FARM INCOME AND INPUT COSTS  
David Schweikhardt 
 
As farmers look toward 2006, much of the farm income outlook will remain 
similar to 2005, but some of the factors that influenced farm income during the past year 
are likely to reach full effect in 2006.  During 2005, U.S. farmers achieved the second 
highest net farm income on record, but r factors emerged late in the year that could affect 
that outlook in 2006. 
 
National net farm income is estimated to have reached $71.5 billion dollars in 
calendar year 2005, a level second only to the record level of $82.5 billion in 2004.  Net 
farm income in Michigan reached a record level of $1.1 billion in 2004, and final 
estimates for 2005 are unavailable, but most analysis suggests that Michigan farm income 
followed the national trend toward a lower level in 2005. 
 
Three major factors accounted for the change in farm income in 2005, and all 
three factors are likely to have an even larger impact on farm income in 2006.  The first 
two factors,  prices of fertilizer and fuels, each were strongly influenced, especially late 
in the year, by prices in underlying energy (oil and natural gas) markets.  The third factor, 
interest expense, rose as the Federal Reserve continued to raise its Federal Funds rate 
throughout the year and lenders began to raise their interest rates on operating and real 
estate loans. 
 
In 2005, farmers spent $11.6 billion on fuels, or 41% more than in 2004.  Most 
energy analysts believe that the price of oil throughout all of 2006 will remain at levels 
similar to the last quarter of 2005, suggesting that fuel expenses will rise further during 
2006.  During 2005, the Department of Energy’s (DOE) national average retail price of 
diesel fuel rose from $1.93 per gallon in January to $2.59 in early August.  During nearly 
all of 2005, the national average price of diesel fuel was approximately 50 cents higher 
than the same week of 2004.  After Hurricane Katrina came on-shore on August 29, the 
price of diesel reached $3.15 in October, before retreating to the $2.50 range in 
December 2005. 
 
The post-Katrina episode is illustrative of the price effects of short-term market 
disruptions, but as mentioned earlier,  the much larger story of 2005 was the 50-cent per 
gallon price increase over the prior year.  This price pattern remained very consistent 
throughout the year, especially during the eight months prior to Katrina.  This increase in 
fuel prices was driven almost entirely by the growing worldwide demand for oil, 
especially in Asian countries, which the Department of Energy estimated to account for 
about 60% of the growth in worldwide oil demand in 2004 and 2005.  Given the longer 
term outlook for continued economic growth in Asia, their increased demand for oil is 
unlikely to be reversed in the near future and is almost certain to be irreversible during 
2006.  As a result, there is little reason to expect a reduction in the demand for oil to 
cause lower diesel fuel prices in 2006.   23 
If demand is unlikely to reduce diesel fuel prices in 2006, then attention must be 
focused on the supply in 2006.  Energy market analyst Daniel Yergin (www.cera.com) 
recently completed a “country-by-country and field-by-field” analysis of the state of oil 
drilling investment and technology.  His conclusion was that substantial increases in 
supply are likely to occur, but given the lag between investment and production, Yergin 
believes that any noticeable increase in supply is not likely to occur until the end of this 
decade.  In any case, there seems to be little optimism for increased supplies of oil to 
reduce fuel prices during 2006. 
 
This combination of increasing demand and relatively constant supply is expected 
to dominate the oil price scenario in 2006.  In the last three quarters of 2005, average 
U.S. oil prices ranged from $53 to $63 per barrel (West Texas Intermediate Crude Oil).  
For 2006, the Department of Energy predicts that average oil prices will range from $62 
to 64 for the entire year. 
 
While the underlying growth in worldwide demand for oil is likely to be the most 
important factor in oil markets again in 2006, it is also important to note an additional 
aspect of Yergin’s analysis.  According to Yergin, the most important risks to his 
forecast, or any short-term oil market forecast, are “above ground,” not “below ground.”  
Below ground, the risk is in the discovery and extraction of oil.  Above ground, Yergin 
believes there are a much larger number of major risks – risks such as the weather, 
terrorism, and changes in government policy in many oil-producing countries.  As Yergin 
notes, these “above ground” risks are much more frequent and much more likely to affect 
short-term oil supplies. 
 
In this respect, the Katrina episode is illustrative of the “above ground” risks that 
face the oil market in the very short run (1 year or less).  In the week before Katrina, the 
U.S. national average retail price of diesel fuel was $2.58 per gallon. Nine weeks later, 
the national average price of diesel fuel peaked at $3.15 per gallon.  Because the demand 
for fuels, and therefore for oil, is inelastic, any small change in the quantity of oil 
available on the market is likely to lead to very large changes in price. 
 
In the face of the worldwide demand for oil, the growing number of “above 
ground” risks to oil production, and the inelastic demand for fuels, farmers need to 
consider aggressive strategies for managing the price risks associated with fuel prices in 
2006.  Any opportunity that arises to lock in fuel supplies at favorable prices deserves 
careful consideration in 2006.  Without a completely unexpected change in worldwide 
supply or demand, which seem unlikely, oil and fuel prices probably have little potential 
to move in a downward direction for any substantial period of time in 2006.  
Furthermore, prices probably will continue to have the potential to move substantially 
higher levels following any “above ground” event. 
 
In considering the outlook for interest rates, it is important to consider two 
factors: The short and long-term history of Federal Reserve policies, and upcoming 
changes in Federal Reserve personnel.  In December 2005, the Federal Reserve raised its 
Federal Funds rate to 4.25%.  This continues a trend of raising the Federal Funds rate   24 
from its low point of 1% during mid-2003 to mid-2004.  Interest rates for farm operating 
and real estate loans have increased in response to these tighter Federal Reserve policies.  
In 2005, farmers spent $15.1 billion on interest expenses, an increase of $2.0 billion over 
2004, when interest rates were lower during much of the year.  Given recent trends, a 
movement of interest rates to the lower levels of the recent past seen unlikely for most of 
2006. 
 
Many analysts believe the Federal Reserve will increase the Federal Funds rate 
again at its meeting in late January of 2006 (this is being written on January 20, 2006), 
after which Alan Greenspan will be replaced as Chairman of the Federal Reserve by Ben 
Bernanke.  While the exact policy approach of Bernanke is impossible to predict, many 
observers believe that he will follow a policy of aggressively fighting inflation.  If that is 
true, it is unlikely that he will reverse the course of Federal Reserve policy in the near 
term.  Moreover, many observers expect the Federal Reserve to adopt a “wait and see” 
stance after its January 2006 meeting.  Consequently, there is probably little potential for 
decreases in interest rates, especially during the first half of 2006. 
 
Finally, in considering the outlook for interest rates, it is important to note some 
long-term history of Federal Reserve policy.  When the Federal Reserve reduced its 
Federal Funds rate to 1% in 2003, that level represented the lowest level for the Federal 
Funds rate since the 1950s.  Given that history, the probability that interest rates will 
reach their recent low levels again in the near future is probably rather low.  Again, the 
potential of significantly lower interest rates is probably small in 2006, and any lowering 
of rates is probably unlikely until at least the second half of the year. 